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Members of the CCYL clique refer to those who share working experience in the same organisation (the Central Committee of the CCYL). These cadres are not necessarily all members of a faction, but their sense of belonging to the same group has been dramatically enhanced since Hu Jintao was elected CPC General Secretary. Princelings (taizidang) refer to children of former high-ranking officials of the CPC. It is more of a categorical group than a factional group. The Shanghai Gang members refer to politicians who have used Shanghai as a springboard to launch their political careers. Since Jiang Zemin was elected CPC General Secretary in 1989, the Shanghai Gang gradually became a dominant faction based on a patron-client relationship between Jiang and his followers. Although Li Keqiang, protégé and former colleague of Hu Jintao in the Chinese Communist Youth League (CCYL), had long been regarded as the first choice for potential successor to Hu, Xi Jinping, introduced in strict hierarchical order in the 17th Party Congress press conference, emerged ahead of Li in the Political Bureau Standing Committee, signalling that he is most likely to become the next supreme leader at the Party's next national congress in 2012. As a compromise candidate among Hu Jintao's CCYL clique, Zeng Qinghong's princeling group (taizidang) and Jiang Zemin's Shanghai Gang, Xi's elevation has special implications for Chinese politics today and in the future.
1 For a long time, China scholars have debated on whether, and to what degree Chinese elite politics has been institutionalised. This paper, through examining Xi's rise as a chosen successor and how the Chinese Communist Party (CPC) handles power succession under Hu's leadership, aims to reflect some new socio-cultural characteristics of today's Chinese elite politics and assess whether and to what degree the selection of top leaders is being institutionalised.
The reasons for focussing on leadership succession in the case of Xi are twofold. First, the CPC is the only party which organises political life in China, and power succession is the agenda with the highest priority for every party leadership. Second, the politics of power succession can most reflect the nature of elite politics, although elite politics takes place in different political contexts. Power succession is the core of Chinese elite politics.
In democracies, it is relatively easy to handle the problem of power succession. The selection of top leaders such as "President" or "Prime Minister" is institutionalised, and it is done in a more or less predictable manner by some "rules of game" in the form of legal regulations and constitutional conventions.
2 Although various mechanisms of election and selection of the leadership exist within the CPC, the Party remains undemocratic. Without transparent institutions concerning leadership change as in a democracy, the Chinese leadership has to find other means to cope with the succession issue. The succession issue has been affecting the country's political stability since the establishment of the PRC in 1949. Mao Zedong ruled China for several decades. He did not need to worry about power succession. Since he owned ultimate power, he was supposed to be able to appoint anyone of his choice to be his successor. Still, during his time, bitter political struggles that resulted from power succession occurred and plunged the country into chaos, as in the cases of his appointed successors Liu Shaoqi and Lin Biao. 3 After returning to power, Deng Xiaoping realised the importance of power succession. As a victim of Mao's personal dictatorship, Deng called for the reform of China's political and leadership system. To institutionalise China's power succession was one of the key agenda items in Deng's reform plan. 4 However, power succession during the Deng era also did not go smoothly, 2 For discussions of the differences between elections of presidents and prime ministers, see Richard Rose and Ezra Suleiman (eds.), Presidents and Prime Ministers (Washington, DC: American Enterprise Institute for Public Policy Research, 1980) . as evidenced by the ousting of Hu Yaobang and Zhao Ziyang by irregular political means. 5 With the passing of the old generation of leaders, the issue of power succession becomes increasingly important. Since China's new leaders lack the personal and autocratic power that their old counterparts shared based on their revolutionary experience, they have to build up new power bases by discovering new rules and methods. The party leadership after Deng has made enormous efforts in institutionalising elite politics. Many formal institutions have been established, but informal rules continue to play a role in handling power succession. At the level of formal politics, one can look at the development of formal institutions and institutionalised formal rules, and how these formal institutions affect elite politics. At the level of informal politics, one can examine what informal rules exist and how they affect elite politics. It is worth noting that formal and informal politics can be hardly separated when one examines elite politics. This is so because with the institutionalisation of elite politics, most informal politics take place within and between formal institutions. The scholarly community would agree that compared to the Maoist era and even the Deng era, Chinese politics today have been greatly institutionalised. While no institutions could effectively constrain Mao, in contemporary China, political leaders are constrained by various institutions. This means that it will be more effective to examine informal elite politics within and between institutions.
The case study of Xi shows that Hu Jintao, just like his predecessor Jiang Zemin, cannot dictate in choosing his own success, so he had to appeal to other means in handling power succession. After Xi has emerged as the chosen successor from the so-called "democratic process of electing new party leadership," he also faces the "Number Two" or the "Successor-Designate" issue, 6 i.e., a question of how he "tries to maximise his chance of succession or minimise the danger to his career in a political environment." 7 The chosen successor is not merely a product of the political process or a recipient to that process. He can actually play a crucial role in the whole process of power succession, meaning that he is not that helpless in deciding his own political fate. Once he is chosen, he should know all the challenges of being the Number Two. In China's institutional environment, there are formal and informal rules and norms that the chosen successor has to follow; and violation of these institutionalised rules and norms would make him/her vulnerable to the power game and thus jeopardise his/her chance for a smooth succession. Among many others, the chosen successor usually faces two major challenges, namely, managing his/her relations with the existing leader, and developing a broad network of political support. In October 2007, Hu Jintao said in his report to the 17th Party Congress that the Party should "expand intra-party democracy to develop people's democracy" by increasing transparency in Party affairs and "opposing and preventing arbitrary decision-making by an individual or a minority of people".
9 "We will reform the intra-party electoral system and improve the system for nominating candidates and electoral methods," he said in the report.
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Such a target of "intra-party democracy" was not simply lip service, as members of the 17th CPC Central Committee were elected with a 7.7 per cent margin, higher than the 5.1 per cent at the 16th Party Congress five years ago. After the 17th Party Congress, the officially-run Xinhua news agency published a lengthy on-the-spot record on the procedure for the formation of the new leadership. 13 It is worth citing the story in length. While one still does not know what actually happened to the so-called "democratic process of electing the new party leadership", it is certainly true, as the report stated, that for the first time, the participants of the Central Committee's plenary session could recommend the candidates of the Political Bureau members. The report thus regarded this event as a milestone in the history of the Party's efforts to develop the internal democracy. It is certainly true that political struggle for power succession had troubled the CPC leadership even since the birth of the CPC. Since now no single leader dictates the power succession, new institutions and methods, including ones with democratic elements, have to be instituted. This is for, as indicated in the title of the report, the stability of the Party and the state.
Therefore, despite its opaqueness and lack of supervision, the intra-party "election" still helped to change the rules of games on the succession issue and became an important step to push forward the "intra-party democracy" proposed by the Political Report of the 17th Party Congress. China has for years been attempting grass-roots elections and democracy at the village and township levels with caution, but the unexpected trial at the top level may more or less change the bottom-up conception of China's political reforms.
Actually, the CPC is trying to combine the mechanisms of election and consultation with certain formal and informal criteria followed when selecting future top leaders. took years to be taken seriously, while Hu Jintao is the weakest compared with Mao, Deng or Jiang. 22 The farewell to the strong-man politics has pushed forward China's leadership structure in an increasingly power-sharing direction that facilitates intra-party consultations, bargaining or even polls in secret behind closed doors. The weaker the top leader is, the more he will rely on "collective decision-making" ( jiti juece) when appointing successors and enacting national strategies. Certain informal rules and institutions based on balance of power among different factions and restriction of top leaders' power have come into being in China's elite politics, ensuring that candidateship of future successors is not solely the reflection of the incumbent top leader's own will, but an outcome of compromises among different groups and one step further, the result of polls in a limited range. This way of producing future leadership guarantees policy continuation and stability while forestalls individual dictatorship. As the Party chooses rather than the public, future leaders, no matter who they are, will be committed to preserving the CPC power and represent the extensive interest of different groups inside the Party instead of one faction.
Xi's Special Background and Past Experience
Xi was selected because he was acceptable to various factions inside the Party due to a number of factors, including his special family background, unique personal experience and low-profile, open-minded characteristics. His father, Xi Zhongxun, was a revolution veteran who later became a vice-premier. With Deng Xiaoping's support, he pioneered the reform and open-door policy in Guangdong in the 1980s. China's reformist leaders still appreciate elder Xi's contribution to the country. In the early days of China's reform, Xi Zhongxun kept good relations with then CPC General Secretary Hu Yaobang, an aggressive reform-minded leader whose death in April 1989 gave rise to the immediate student demonstrations in Tiananmen Square. 23 Angered by Hu's promotion of bold political reforms and his tolerance of China's liberal intelligentsia, Deng Xiaoping who was calling the shots at that time forced Hu to resign in 1987 from his post as General Secretary. Xi Zhongxun paid a high price for his siding with Hu, losing his post in the powerful Politburo Xiamen was one of China's four special economic zones in the 1980s with a relatively developed economy and special policy treatment from the central government, while Ningde was the poorest region in Fujian Province. In the CPC's increasingly-institutionalised elite management system that puts more focus on cadres' performance and experience, such governing experiences in both rich and poor regions have become important for officials to be promoted to higher positions.
During his tenure as Fujian Governor, Xi helped the province come out from the shadow of the "Yuanhua case", China's largest smuggling and corruption crime in history, and gained value experiences on cross-Strait relations when incumbent Taiwan President Lee Teng-hui's characterisation of China-Taiwan relations as "special state-to-state relations" in 1999 directly challenged the CPC's "one-China" policy.
In 2002, Xi was shifted to Party Secretary of the affluent Zhejiang Province, where he expended considerable effort to promote the "Zhejiang experience" of economic success nationwide through inviting scholars from Beijing to do relevant research. 24 Since the early 1990s, transfers among provinces have become frequent for members of the political elite. 25 In both the Mao and Deng eras, central leaders often used transfers to weaken political opponents, enforce central policies, or resolve a conflict. 26 In the post-Deng era, the new system of transfers may still be used for these purposes, but it also institutionalises a broader range of relatively frequent elite rotations.
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Such rotations provide not only a leverage for central leaders over local officials, but also good opportunities to test appointees' capacity to cope with different scenarios and vested interest in new locations. Moving cadres from one province to another has become an essential part of a set of systematic institutions for the CPC to find eligible candidates to govern this vast and complex country. In Zhejiang, Xi reportedly became a part-time columnist for the Zhejiang Daily, using the pen name "Zhe Xin" to regularly write commentaries on current affairs in the province. 28 Shanghai was the last stopover before Xi entered the Political Bureau. He was shifted to Shanghai to fill the power vacancy after former Shanghai Party Secretary Chen Liangyu and his faction were purged and jailed due to chain corruptions caused by a pension fund scandal. During the seven-month short stay, Xi helped mop up Shanghai, and reportedly called on officials to declare their assets when he took over in Shanghai. 30 As a result, "Xi's considered to be very clean", says a Shanghai-based Western executive who requested anonymity for fear of negative business repercussions. 31 When Xi was shifted to the more important Shanghai Municipality, some political watchers, however, expressed their pessimism about his prospect as a top leader successor, saying it was not likely for him to be further promoted to the Political Bureau Standing Committee in a short time and Xi should at least stay in Shanghai for two or more years. 32 From past experiences, the newly-appointed Shanghai Party Secretary usually could secure a normal seat in the Political Bureau but not in the smaller-sized Standing Committee of Political Bureau. Only after some years in Shanghai could he be further promoted to the Standing Committee. The way of promoting Xi was different from the common practice in the current CPC bureaucracy, making Shanghai change its top leader twice in 2007 the priority task for the Party-state, governance experience in the coastal provinces, the country's economic powerhouse, are also extremely important in future successors' portfolios. A political elite's family background can be an invaluable asset assisting the political career of an ambitious young man. The rise of Xi Jinping from the taizidang (princelings) surprised many observers. Xi Jinping, however, should not be regarded as a dark horse if one has paid close attention to his special family background and working experience. The taizidang was sidelined in the 1980s when Deng Xiaoping was in power. Chinese people had ill feelings about the taizidang at that time since many of them engaged in rent-seeking activities and became rich through their fathers' guanxi (or connections). However, many taizidang members, such as Xi Jinping, Bo Xilai and Liu Yandong, were politically ambitious. They gave up opportunities to get rich and accepted low positions in various local Party organisations and governments. Over the years, they became experienced in managing Party and government affairs. After Jiang Zemin came to power after the 1989 Tiananmen crackdown, taizidang members began to appear on China's political stage. Today, its members occupy important positions in the areas of politics, the economy, military and social organisations. To a large degree, the taizidang are the most powerful political force in today's China. They can be viewed as "royal families" of the CPC and their members are regarded as loyal to the regime that their fathers established. The taizidang also gets strong support from old revolutionaries, most of whom are retired from Party and government positions.
The appointments of the CCYL and taizidang political figures are favourable for Hu Jintao. Although Hu's power base is the CCYL, he also has the strong support from the taizidang, especially old revolutionaries. At the 17th Party Congress, Hu's main political constraints came from the "Shanghai Gang". With the strong presence of both the CCYL and taizidang, the Shanghai Gang became the weaker group in the leadership. The decline of the Shanghai Gang was visible. Huang Ju (Vice Premier) died in early 2007, and Chen Liangyu was removed after he was charged of corruption in the same year. Zeng Qinghong, due to his age, stepped down. Needless to say, some influence continued as Jiang's associates Zhang Dejiang and Zhang Gaoli are members of the Political Bureau. Conflicting interests exist between the CCYL and taizidang, and eventually one of the factions must become dominant in order to guarantee a smooth process for the next power succession. From another perspective, considering the above-mentioned "tentative election" before the 17th Party Congress, it appeared unlikely that all the officials who cast their votes were members of any of the three factions and thereby selected Xi in a trilateral fashion. The choice of Xi thus embodied the strife between the single faction of the CCYL on the one hand, and all the non-CCYL key officials in the Party on the other, more than between the three factions. However, this was an acceptable outcome for Hu Jintao himself since this not only showed his magnanimity and respect for "intra-Party democracy," but also reduced the political risk of appointing heir-apparent at his own will.
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The CPC's Effort to Institutionalise Succession Process
In its 87-year history, the CPC leadership has experienced great uncertainty in dealing with power succession. Leadership succession is unusually important because power is highly concentrated at the top and whoever ultimately succeeds can make a great deal of difference to interest redistribution among different leaders and factions, and thus to the whole political system. Throughout CPC history, succession has been a source of inordinate concern and occasional outbursts of concentrated, disruptive strife, 34 The decade-long Cultural Revolution witnessed the rotation of first Liu Shaoqi, then Lin Biao, Wang Hongwen (more tentatively) and finally Hua Guofeng in the precarious role of heir apparent. Even Deng Xiaoping himself, with strong intentions to institutionalise the process, made two abortive selections, i.e. Hu Yaobang and Zhao Ziyang, before finally settling on Jiang Zemin.
In the past three decades of reform and opening-up, with gradual development of intra-party democracy, the CPC has been trying to make the transition to a more institutionalised succession procedure for the sake of 33 In history, both Mao Zedong and Deng Xiaoping discredited their authority when they had to dethrone heir-apparents designated by themselves. greater stability and predictability. In Deng's era, the succession issue was still not institutionalised. Although both Jiang Zeming and Hu Jintao were picked up by Deng, who had overwhelming authority and unmatchable charisma that beat any figure in the Chinese political arena at that time, their roads to the power zenith were quite different.
Unlike The choice of Xi and Li as potential successors is the outcome of many compromises among major factions inside the Party, as well as an indicator of China's increasingly pluralistic political structure and its attempt to institutionalise leadership succession in a democratic way. Although Hu Jintao favoured Li, the new representative of the "Youth League faction", he still accepted Xi, strongly supported by former CPC General Secretary Jiang Zemin and former Chinese Vice President Zeng Qinghong, as his successor candidate. Through uplifting Xi ahead of Li in the Political Bureau Standing Committee, Jiang's "Shanghai faction" and Zeng's "princeling group" successfully retained their political influence in the officialdom that might otherwise be overwhelmed by the "Youth League faction". Although Hu's paramount power has been checked and balanced in this kind of king-making process, his reputation was elevated inside the Party for his compromises and tolerance as incumbent CPC General Secretary. The connection of Xi's father to Hu Yaobang and the "Youth League faction" also made Xi himself an acceptable choice for Hu. Meanwhile Li Keqiang's rise to the Politburo Standing Committee balances Xi and guarantees the political interest of "Youth League faction" even after Hu's step-down. If Li Yuanchao, another young Politburo member and Director of CPC Organisation Department with Youth League background, becomes Chairman of the National People's Congress Standing Committee in the future, two of the next CPC leadership troika will be Hu's former colleagues in the Youth League, which will safeguard Hu's political legacy in the long term. Mao or Deng's eras of selecting heir-apparent at one person's will has gone, ruling out the possibility of one clique's dominance inside the leadership and guaranteeing a stable balance of power in the domestic political arena.
Beijing Olympics: A Critical Test for Xi Jinping
Closed on 24 August 2008, the Beijing Olympic Games were seen as an unparalleled success by most Chinese -their team's topping the gold medal table inspired nationwide excitement, and Beijing impressed foreign visitors with its hospitality and efficiency. With no terrorist attacks or other disruptive incidents in Beijing during the 17 days, all the CPC's efforts paid off, winning the praise of "truly exceptional Games" from International Olympic Committee (IOC) President Jacques Rogge at the closing ceremony.
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The successful Games were also slated as Chinese State Vice President Xi Jinping's "coming out party", strengthening his heir-apparent position amid the official Olympic fanfare. Xi was put in charge of the preparations for the Beijing Games. This became his first big political test since he emerged as China's leader-in-waiting following the 17th Party Congress in October 2007.
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The Beijing Olympics further established Mr. Xi as a national leader while helping the Party leadership with a smooth leadership succession. Xi had abundant local governance experience before being granted the first 36 "Rogge: Beijing Olympics 'Truly Exceptional Games'", Xinhua News, 24 Aug.
2008. 37 Officially Beijing's Party Secretary Liu Qi, a lower-ranking Politburo member, remained the top organiser of the Beijing Games, but inside the nine-member Politburo Standing Committee, the de facto highest decision-making group, Xi was designated to take charge of preparations for the Games after the 17th Party Congress.
candidateship to paramount power, but he still needed new chances to prove he was qualified enough for a national leader. No other event was more suitable than the Beijing Olympics to serve as such a test task for Xi. It was a comprehensive mission that involved not only foreign affairs, but also security safeguards, logistics, transportation, media management, environmental protection and other preparatory work that needed extensive domestic coordination among the military forces (PLA), the police, the Party, different governmental bureaucracies and localities.
The number of terrorist plots by Xinjiang Muslim separatists, the protests along the global Olympic torch relay route triggered by the Tibet violent riots in March, as well as the increasing domestic unrest amidst rising inflation and social inequality in 2008, heaped the Games with such high risks and such great international pressure that it was almost impossible for the organisers to handle. With the Party and people having high expectations for success, there was little room for failure. Under such circumstances, Xi made an important adjustment to the goals of the Beijing Olympics from "the best Olympics" to a "safe Olympics". In a keynote speech at a conference one month before the Olympics opened, Xi said "a safe Olympics is the biggest indicator of the success of the Games".
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Thanks to the Party's skill in mobilising the nation, and partly, Xi's gifted coordination ability and by luck, the Games went as well as China's leaders had hoped. Xi's smoothly passing through this crucial test not only means he is nearer to the crown, but also has significant importance for the institutionalised leadership succession between generations.
To institutionalise such a takeover and ensure that the future successor will have a broad view over the country's domestic politics, economy, national defence as well as foreign affairs, Xi, according to the division of labour inside the Political Bureau Standing Committee, was asked to become more involved in state and Party affairs than his peer Li Keqiang, who participated more deeply in the economic and administrative work. Almost all of Xi's activities during the Games were representing the state, complying with his identity as China's State Vice President and implying the probability of his taking over the state leadership in the next term.
During the Games, Xi played the second most high-profile role next to President Hu Jintao. Xi not only met a number of important foreign guests including Singapore's Minister Mentor Lee Kuan Yew and US President George W. Bush, but also inspected major Olympic venues and all the cohost cities in China and hosted a dinner banquet for members of the Olympic Family in Beijing.
He responded to the chorus of criticism China received in light of the Olympics by saying: "The world is a big place and you've got all sorts of people and that's why it is so colourful."
39 Such remarks suited the taste of the West, showing his flexibility and some sort of charm in the international arena. Interestingly, Xi was also involved in the athletics. Mr. Xi helped console the national sadness over the injury of Chinese hurdler Liu Xiang who had won China's first gold medal in a men's track and field event in the 2004 Olympics but was unable to compete in the 110-metre hurdles in Beijing. Xi telegraphed the General Administration of Sport to express concern and sympathy for Liu Xiang, saying "we all understand that Liu quit the race due to injury" and "we hope that after he recovers, he will continue to train hard and struggle harder for the national glory".
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Stepping Stones to Top Leadership
Xi's position today is similar to Hu Jintao after 1992, when Deng Xiaoping and other senior leaders selected Hu for the Political Bureau Standing Committee as the youngest member to ensure a smooth power transition after Jiang. To institutionalise such candidacy and ensure that the future successor has a broad view over the vast country's domestic politics, economy, foreign affairs and national defence, several stepping stones are needed on the way to the power pinnacle.
In 1993, Hu took charge of the Secretariat of the CPC Central Committee, which oversaw day-to-day operations of the Central Committee, and became President of the Central Party School, which was a convenient tool for him to develop his connections with other high rank CPC cadres and thus bring up his own supporters. The complicated Hong Kong and Macau issues, foreign affairs and Beijing Olympics are political tests for Xi, while those for Li Keqiang are economic macro-control (hongguan tiaokong) and "super-ministries" reform (dabuzhi gaige). 42 As long as they do not make serious mistakes in these areas, their future leadership will be established as expected. In fact, he also wanted to make use of this trip to lift the popularity of the pro-Beijing camp before a crucial Hong Kong legislative election scheduled for 7 September 2008. Despite Xi's visit in July and the travel of China's 51 Olympic gold medallists to Hong Kong just days before polling day to spread some patriotic "feel-good", Beijing still failed to make the headway they had confidently predicted in the election, while the pan-democrats managed to maintain enough seats in the Legislative Council to veto legislation. By virtue of having over one-third of the seats in the Legislative Council, the pan-democrats' ability to veto legislation is definitely not good news for Beijing, as discussions on the electoral arrangements for the 2012 Legislative Council elections would take place during the following legislature. 43 The complicated Hong Kong issue, therefore, will continue to pose challenges not only to the ruling CPC as a whole, but also to Xi specifically during his heir-apparent period.
As China is the world's most populous country with a rapidly growing economy and expanding overseas influence, its top leader is therefore a global leader. To prove he has such standing in the international arena, Xi has been much more involved in foreign affairs than his potential competitor Li Keqiang. Xi has been receiving more foreign guests in Beijing, while Li has focused on domestic economic and social affairs. From 17-25 June 2008, Xi paid his first visit to foreign countries after becoming China's Vice State President. All the five nations he visited, namely North Korea, Mongolia, Saudi Arabia, Qatar and Yemen are very friendly and strategically important to China. North Korea and Mongolia are neighbouring countries relating to China's security concern, while the other three oil-rich West Asian countries are of increasing importance to China against the backdrop of international oil price hikes.
Due to the division of work among leaders, even in the wake of the 2008 Sichuan Earthquake, the most serious disaster in 30 years, Xi visited disaster areas only in Shaanxi and Gansu and steered clear of the worst-hit areas of Sichuan Province, while Li Keqiang went to inspect the quake-stricken area of Sichuan immediately after the catastrophe occurred. Despite Xi's absence, his wife Peng Liyuan, a famous folk singer in the country and his sixteenyear-old daughter Xi Mingze, both went to Sichuan Province after the quake to participate in the disaster relief work. 44 Peng reportedly sang songs for survivors of the earthquake and soldiers on rescue missions while his daughter worked for seven days as a volunteer in the worst-hit area. Their aid activity in Sichuan was widely reported by the Chinese media, shoring up Xi's popularity and enhancing his political credibility in the country. Li Keqiang's posturing to succeed in the premiership has become increasingly salient after he became Vice Premier in March 2008. He has been more involved in domestic economic and social affairs, playing a higherprofile role in the Sichuan Earthquake relief work and economic macro-control (hongguan tiaokong) than Xi. In July 2008, Li replaced Wen to become Director of the State Council Three Gorges Project Construction Committee. According to previous experiences, only Chinese Premiers assumed such a post in their tenure. Li Peng, Zhu Rongji and Wen Jiabao consecutively headed the State Council Three Gorges Project Construction Committee after its establishment in 1993. In contrast with Li's area of intractable domestic affairs that involve many vested interests, Xi's work is easier and higher-profile, so the best strategy for Xi is to play safe and avoid big mistakes.
Xi's Emphasis on "Collective Leadership"
The first important speech Xi made publicly after the Beijing Olympics was to address the opening ceremony of the new semester at the Central Party School in September 2008. In his speech, Xi put special focus on the formation of the solid "central collective leadership" to ensure the CPC's correct decisionmaking and effective implementation of policies. 45 The evolution of the four generations of Chinese leaders illustrates a consistent trend towards a more collective leadership, and away from "strong- man" politics. 46 Unlike Mao Zedong and Deng Xiaoping who owned omnipotent political power due to their charisma and revolutionary credentials, both Jiang Zemin and Hu Jintao had to build their leadership on broad administrative experiences, patron-client ties and political compromises.
The profound shift in the source and legitimacy of leadership becomes even more salient for the emerging fifth generation of leaders. Many of the rising stars of the new generation share similarities in terms of leadership credentials, but differ significantly with respect to socio-political backgrounds and career paths. 47 The two candidateships (Xi Jinping and Li Keqiang) in the Political Bureau Standing Committee signify a new model for the CPC's leadership succession, and Xi fully understands that even if he smoothly takes over the paramount leadership in the next term, he has to share the supreme power with Li and other rising stars to a larger extent than his predecessors.
Besides the two front-runners, another four "young" men in their 50s entered the Political Bureau in the 17th Party Congress in 2007. 48 These six Political Bureau members have jointly formed the main part of a succession team expected to replace the fourth generation of leaders cored by Hu Jintao in 2012-13.
As none of them holds overwhelming political advantages over the others, more power-sharing with checks and balances and more pluralistic decision-making processes are expected to be seen inside the leadership of Xi's era. Compared with previous handovers through appointing "heir-apparent" by charismatic leaders, such a collective leadership succession model fosters competition and outstanding performance among rising stars rather than lowprofile styles of leadership.
As the first among equals in the next generation of CPC leaders, Xi himself has proved to be more high-profile than Hu Jintao during the candidacy period, because the collective leadership succession model imposes peer-pressure and fosters competition among rising stars. Overshadowed by Jiang Zemin, Hu played a very low-profile role in the political arena in the early stage of his candidacy, rarely involved in eye-catching diplomatic or domestic activities.
Xi, however, not only took full charge of the worldwide-focused Beijing Olympics in his first year in the Political Bureau, but was also deeply engaged in thorny Hong Kong affairs in which local democratisation demands have always been a headache for the CPC. Beijing has allowed Hong Kong to elect its leader directly by 2017 and legislators by 2020, but details are yet to be worked out through the joint efforts of both Beijing and the special administrative region. Despite the immediate Olympic effect, Hong Kong's pro-democracy camp still won more than a third of the seats in legislative elections in September 2008, retaining its veto power over major legislation. The Hong Kong issue could be the next critical test for Xi after the Olympics.
Increasing collective leadership has at least two implications for Xi. First he has to perform in certain areas to outrun his peers and justify his candidacy. Second, he also needs teamwork and support from his colleagues (some may be his rivals) for decision-making and policy-implementation when the governance of the world's most populous country is evolving so rapidly.
Collective leadership is not only a mechanism of power-sharing through checks and balances among competing political camps, but also entails a more dynamic and pluralistic decision-making process through which political leaders can represent various social and geographic contingencies. 49 The enhanced collective leadership will prevent Chinese elite politics from being a zero-sum game, and thus help to stabilise and institutionalise the succession issue. As more pluralistic politics with conflicting interests forestall extreme policies, they may also prolong the decision-making process and even cause policy deadlocks.
Fifth-Generation Leadership: Doctorates with Tough Experience
Since the establishment of the PRC, the CPC has experienced leadership reshufflings in four generations: Mao Zedong, Zhou Enlai and Liu Shaoqi as core of the first generation, Deng Xiaoping, Chen Yun and Hu Yaobang representing the second generation, Jiang Zemin and Li Peng in the third generation and Hu Jintao and Wen Jiabao as representatives of the fourth.
As "Red Army" veterans, the leaders in the first two generations had revolutionary war experience, and many of them were not well-educated. Most of them tended to accept orthodox communist teachings and were sceptical or even hostile towards liberal ideas from the western world. Deng Xiaoping, who had overseas study experience in the west, was an exception.
Quite a number of third-generation leaders including Jiang Zemin and Li Peng had overseas study experiences. Jiang and Zhu Rongji, typical technocrats that could talk with foreign guests in English, had an international outlook, which helped China join the World Trade Organisation and avoid confrontation with the United States. As for the fourth generation, Hu Jintao, who once served as a political tutor at Tsinghua University during Mao's Cultural Revolution, tends to follow the current political guidelines with only minor adjustments and is loathe to taking politically-innovative actions.
The fifth generation of leaders, born after the founding of the PRC, had bitter experiences during the Cultural Revolution when most of them were sent to work in rural production teams (chadui ) for "socialist re-education" and had to delay their university studies. Compared with Hu Jintao and Wen Jiabao who smoothly finished their college studies before the Cultural Revolution, Xi Jinping, Li Keqiang and Li Yuanchao's early days were much harsher. They therefore understood more about the pains of the grassroots people and the weak points of the country's bureaucratic system.
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Although their tertiary education was affected by the Cultural Revolution, they devoted great attention to postgraduate studies when they had already assumed important posts and when the culture of "diplomaism" started to dominate officialdom. Although some of the on-the-job postgraduate education may be questionable, it more or less provided those leaders with broader vision and more critical perspectives.
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In contrast to the third and fourth generation leadership, tagged by observers as "club of engineers", the fifth generation earned their doctorates 50 China's leadership is in transition, from engineering technocrats to social science intellectuals. With more leaders majoring economics, law, political science and public administration, the way of governing the country is changing gradually. Leaders with backgrounds in the social sciences tend to better understand human nature and respect social diversity, while engineers are more focused on statistical growth and efficiency.
Future Political Bureau: Dominated by Princelings and the CCYL
Xi's and Li's rise as future China's top leaders indicates an evident trend in China's political arena: the offspring of veteran CPC leaders (princelings) and officials with CCYL working experience (tuan pai ) have become the dominant force inside the ruling Party.
Among the current 25 Political Bureau members, 11 were born after 1944. 52 They are very likely to stay in the Political Bureau or even enter the Standing Committee (Xi and Li are already inside the Standing Committee) in the next term. This suggests that after the 18th Party Congress in 2012, the Political Bureau Standing Committee, the de facto top decision-making body, will for the first time be halved by princelings and CCYL cadres. Princelings have special advantages not only because they have good political networks and connections, but also because they are loyalists to the CPC ruling and understand all kinds of formal and informal rules inside China's officialdom.
Inside the CCYL bureaucracy, cadres are on average much younger than their peers in other government or Party departments because of the particularity of their work targeting youth. They are usually promoted at a faster speed and this kind of comparative advantage in age could become decisive in such a political system lacking elections and clear criteria for evaluating officials' merits.
Competitions to some extent do exist between princelings and CCYL cadres, but they are mild and within control. The two groups have no ideological divergences and adopt similar supportive stances towards reform, opening-up as well as the one-party domination.
As understanding the CCYL system is a shortcut towards high-ranking posts, more princelings may join the CCYL to seek faster promotion. CCYL cadres also want to build more connections with princelings to expand their social networks for brighter political prospects. The two groups therefore have a sort of merging tendency in the long run, and speculation that their conflicts will undercut CPC's ruling is groundless.
Inside the incumbent Political Bureau, Li Yuanchao and Liu Yandong are both princelings and CCYL cadres. Li, born in 1950 and with a doctorate from the Central Party School, is likely to head China's parliament (National People's Congress) after 2012 and become one of the troika together with Xi Jinping and Li Keqiang.
Although power is still highly concentrated at the top in today's China, whoever ultimately succeeds usually cannot make a great deal of difference to the political system. The political game has been transformed from the conventional model of "winner-takes-all" to the new model of power balancing, which is non-zero-sum and entertains the possibility of multiple winners in terms of political outcomes. Having been highly institutionalised and framed by compromises among factions, the succession issue is no longer a cause of political instability. Instead, it has turned itself into a technical problem on how to select successors through power-balancing and on how to train them. With the gradual improvement of the intra-Party democracy, the CPC expects to fully institutionalise its power succession.
Conclusion
With a special background and unique experiences, Xi's rise as potential paramount leader provides some hints for analysis of current Chinese elite politics. First, his princeling background shows that family connections are still extremely important for political careers in China due to the top-down official-selection systems. Princelings have comparative advantages over their peers in terms of information and social relations, which often guarantee their access to the fast track that will finally lead to important political or economic positions. Princelings as a whole may not be united closely enough to form a political faction due to their diversified interest, but their impact upon China's politics and economy has always been strong and should not be ignored.
Secondly, Xi has managed to keep his reputation clean, untainted by allegations of corruption that have been the downfall of many other CPC leaders. Having worked in the Fujian Province for 17 years, Xi himself was immune from Fujian's "Yuanhua case", China's most notorious smuggling case in history. Rampant corruption has long been regarded by top Chinese leaders as one of the biggest threats to their ruling, so almost all officials caught in corruption cases find their political careers terminated there. Born into affluent families, politically-ambitious princelings usually do not have strong incentive to be involved in corruption.
Thirdly, Xi's pro-business performance in the coastal provincial governments has earned him a high reputation among domestic and overseas business leaders. Since China's accession to the World Trade Organisation in 2001, its huge success in global trade has reinforced the mercantile mindset among incumbent Party leaders, who increasingly value the capability of developing the economy as an important index for selecting successors. As a "pro-business campaigner", Xi seems at ease with the business world, having attended high-profile events such as the Davos Economic Summit and keeping good relations with US Treasury Secretary Henry Paulson and other big names in finance and business circles.
In the context of succession politics, factional politics is becoming increasingly important in the post-Deng era. The most important factor is that after the age of strongman, the young generation of leaders needs political support. What Susan Shirk called "reciprocal accountability" can be applied to factional politics. Shirk argued that Chinese Communist politics is characterised by "reciprocal accountability", namely, the leaders choose the officials and the officials choose the leaders. In any communist state including China, institutions are hierarchical in the sense that the top leaders of the Party appoint subordinate officials of the Party, government and military. However, on the other hand, according to the Party rules, the Central Committee (CC) has the authority to choose the Party leaders, and the CC consists of Party, government and military officials appointed by Party leaders. Therefore, "the leaders appoint the officials and the officials in the CC choose the leaders. Government officials are both the agents and the constituents of party leaders. The lines of accountability run in both directions, turning a hierarchical relationship into one of 'reciprocal accountability.'" 55 However, as Shirk has cautioned, power is not shared equally between leaders and the CC under reciprocal accountability and top-down authority is much stronger than bottomup authority. Also, while Shirk found that such a reciprocal relationship is embedded in formal institutions of the CPC, it is also embedded in China's informal factional politics. While factions support their leaders, their leaders have to take care of factional interests.
Although factional politics is evident in China, it differs itself from traditional power succession and has to be conducted in the newly-emerging formal and informal institutions that prevent overwhelming domination of one faction, encourage factional accommodation and thus reduce serious power struggles. Building the so-called intra-Party democracy in recent years is an important part of the efforts to institutionalise elite politics. Xi's success over Li shows that though Hu is in the paramount position, his single faction of the CCYL is still effectively checked and balanced by other non-CCYL key officials in the CPC. Hu has proactively built up his power base, namely the CCYL. However, he has to accommodate other leaders and their interests. He ousted Chen Liangyu, a major figure in the Shanghai gang, but accommodated other political figures who had close association with Jiang Zemin such as Jia Qinglin, Li Changchun and Zhang Gaoli. Also, while his power base is the CCYL, Hu is willing to accept other factions, especially the princelings such as Xi, into his administration. Most notably, as mentioned in this paper, the new members of the Political Bureau were collectively selected through voting. The CPC is interested in introducing some kind of voting system in two areas. The first is in selecting the appointments to major positions, besides opening up to more input from the public and the Party members, candidates are likely to be confirmed by a Party committee vote. The second is that major policies are to be subjected to a Party committee vote as well. 56 As a forerunner, Xi faces huge pressures due to the vast attention paid to him. There are no guarantees that Xi will step into Hu Jintao's shoes in 2012, and he has to pass many tests when being involved in state affairs, especially diplomatic activities. Those tests are also training programmes that help future successors become familiar with state affairs and diplomatic etiquette which are usually novel to local leaders. Despite his satisfactory handling of the Beijing Olympics, he was still not granted the important title of the CMC Vice Chairman following the CPC plenum, which indicated that his heir-apparent position has not been fully confirmed and he still needs to outperform his potential rivals in the Politburo. Despite all the efforts towards institutionalisation on the part of the Party leadership, the nature of elite politics will not change much and power struggles will continue. If Xi succeeds, he will become the first top leader with princeling background in PRC history. The new phenomena could become a harbinger of the political rise of princelings as a stratum when the CPC has been transforming itself from a revolutionary party into a ruling party. 57 
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